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Contemporary Bioethics: A Reader with Cases is the most cutting-edge bioethics

anthology/casebook available. Incorporating introductions, readings, and cases that span the

breadth of the discipline, this exceptional volume captures the spirit of bioethics as a rich, exciting,

and continuously evolving field. Addressing all of the essential topics--including abortion,

reproductive ethics, end-of-life care, research ethics, and the allocation of resources--it also moves

beyond the "classic" approach of other books by extending into timely and provocative issues like

terrorism, cosmetic surgery, immigration, genetic manipulations, links between first- and third-world

health, and--unique to this book--environmental sustainability and climate change. In addition,

Contemporary Bioethics is the only book of its kind that includes both philosophical and religious

perspectives.The text opens with a substantial introduction that presents key ethical principles,

theories, and methods and shows students how to use these tools to frame and address ethical

dilemmas in medicine. Covering the brief yet captivating history of the field, the introduction also

considers the role of religion in the development of bioethics and examines differences between

secular and religious modes of argumentation. Each of the seven topical chapters contains an

in-depth introduction, a selection of concise readings representing a diverse range of moral

perspectives (including feminist, religious, secular, and third-world), discussion questions, and a

collection of full-length and provocative case studies that enable students to further explore the

issues.Ideal for introductory courses in bioethics and biomedical ethics, Contemporary Bioethics is

supplemented by a Instructor's Manual on CD and a Companion Website containing resources for

both students and professors, including chapter summaries, additional cases with discussion

questions, ideas for further reading, vocabulary flashcards, self-quizzes, and more.
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Pierce is Assistant Professor, Department of Preventive and Societal Medicine, University of

Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha. She is also Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of

Philosophy and Religion at Chatham College, Pittsburgh, PA.

Wonderful book for all students studying biology

So the content itself is amazing, but books published by this publisher have really weak glue at the

binding so the pages fall out really easily. But getting a book bound can be cheap and easy.

Item as described.

Fantastic resource

This is a modern view at modern medical ethics, no more semester full of theories, you jump full

intot he issues facing healthcare today . A fair balance on the many views, and leaves you

pondering the choices we must make moving into the future of healthcare.

Loveeeeeeeeee these!!! They are so long and just love them they work great and I haven't had any

problems at all

I didnt like it, some pages were bad treaten! Cover also damaged.

Book came exactly as described! Book brings about many great ideas and thoughts on the issue of

bioethics! Great buy!
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